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Description
In this collection of 20 projects, best-selling cross stitch designer Emma Congdon gets inside the mind of a finickity feline to deliver a humorous
selection of projects that will chime with cat owners everywhere. Easy-to-follow full-colour charts, step-by-step instructions on the techniques,
and a gifty package make this ideal for beginners.

A new collection from best-selling cross stitch designer Emma Congdon, whose previous titles have sold in excess of 50,000 copies worldwide.
Features 20 brand new designs on the theme of 'cats with attitude' featuring sassy, snarky and irreverent cat sentiments in a bold graphic style.

The cats have spoken... If you humans insist on doing your stitchy hobby rather than give us your full attention, the very least you could do is
make it about us cats. A book in our honour might suffice. Luckily for you Cross Stitch with Cattitude is here, a book packed with 20 fresh, sassy
and snarky designs celebrating us feisty felines and all of our delightful(!) quirks. Cat approved sentiments include: I Hate You the Least; You
Work, I Watch and Judge; Feed Me and Tell Me I'm Pretty; How About No; Boys Whatever, Cats Forever; and many more.

About the Author
Emma is a multidisciplinary designer based in London, UK. Her cross stitch designs are featured extensively in magazines in the US and UK such
as Cross Stitcher, World of Cross Stitch and Cross Stitch Crazy. Alongside her commission-based work she also owns and runs her own cross stitch
design business 'Stitchrovia'. Emma's iconic designs are universally loved by her fans. To see more of her work visit her Instagram @stitchrovia.
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